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Modern Hebrew (MH) orthography involves four symbols which in Biblical Hebrew (BH) 

stood for the pharyngeal [ʕ,ħ] and the glottal [ʔ,h]. However, these sounds are mostly absent 

from the phonetics of MH. The letters are now either unpronounced or realized as unstressed 

[a
G
] (

G
=guttural, for ease of reference). The second realization is regularly attested when the 

historical guttural appears in coda position (given the relevant template). Table (1) shows this 

for word-medial codas, and table (2) shows it for final codas. The transcriptions in these 

tables follow the general practice of MH transcription. 

 

(1) ‘lie’ ‘estimate’ Template   ‘breathe’ ‘taste’ Template 

a. PST.3MSG ʃikér ʃi.ér QiTéL  d. PST.3MSG naʃám ta.ám QaTáL 

b. PST.3MPL ʃikrú ʃia
G
rú QiTLú  e. PST.3PL naʃmú taa

G
mú QaTLú 

c. PRS.PL meʃakrím meʃaa
G
rím mQaTLím  f. PRS.PL noʃmím toa

G
mím QoTLím 

 

(2) ‘drop’ ‘hear’ Template   ‘drop’ ‘hear’ Template 

a. PASS.PTCP ʃamút ʃamúa
G

 QaTúL  d. INF liʃmót liʃmóa
G
 liQTóL 

b. “ABLE” ADJ ʃamít ʃamía
G
 QaTíL  e. PST.3MSG ʃamát ʃamá QaTáL 

c. PRS ʃomét ʃoméa
G

 QoTéL  f. PST.2FSG ʃamátt ʃamát QaTáLt 

 

The last two examples are the topic of this presentation. Since the /a
G
/ surfaces as unstressed 

[a
G
] after [i,e,u,o], one expects *[ʃamáa

G
] and *[ʃamáa

G
t]. However, only one [a] (in red) 

surfaces in these forms.
1
 This vowel is identical in quality and length to a regular stressed 

vowel in the same position (i.e. [á]=[á]). 

Indeed, the sequence [áa
G
] seems to be unattested in MH (with two well-defined sets of 

counter-examples to be discussed below). This restriction seems strange: why would [áa
G
] 

sequences be disallowed, while sequence like [aá] are unproblematic (1d), as are unstressed 

[aa
G
] sequences (1c,e)?  

I submit that in fact, /a
G
/ is realized in (2e,f). The realization [á] in fact include two [a]s, 

the vocalization /a/ and /a
G
/. However, the sequence /àa

G
/ sounds just like a single stressed 

vowel, and so it is transcribed as a single stressed vowel.  

Stressed vowels in MH are longer than unstressed vowels (Cohen et al. 2018, see my 

measurements in (5) below). Thus, a more accurate transcription of the vowel in the C-final 

form in (1d) is [naʃáːm], and the words under examination in (2e,f) are best transcribed as 

[ʃamáː] and [ʃamáːt]. If so, there is a sense in which the stressed vowels of these words do 

involve more length than just one /a/. But how can this length be regarded as realizing /a
G
/, 

rather than stress? Importantly, speakers of MH view such [áː] sequences as monosyllabic, 

whereas all of the instances transcribed above with two vowel symbols are perceived as 

disyllabic. As shown in (5) below, this intuition correlates with the length of [aa] sequences, 

which are phonetically longer than stressed [áː].
2
 

The requirement for the stressed vowel to be long is common cross-linguistically. 

Ulfsbjorninn (2104) interprets it as a requirement for the stressed vowel to head an 

incorporation domain (ID). For the present purpose, I will define ID as “a left-headed head-

dependent relation”. Thus, a stressed nucleus must have an unstressed nucleus to its right. 

Now consider the UR of a C-final verb such as /ʃamar/ (3a) (I adopt Strict CV, Lowenstamm 

                                                           
1
 The suffix can also be of the form -CV, e.g. [ʃamá-ti] ‘I heard’. It is also possible to show that the underlying 

/áa
G
/ sequence resurfaces as [aa] once stress is displaced, as in the (high register) [ʃmaa

G
-ti-v] ‘I heard him’,          

*[ʃma-t-iv]. Time permitting, a similar alternation from the more colloquial register can be presented. 
2
 The numbers in (5) are averaged over 13 native speakers of Modern Hebrew who were asked to read a list of 

sentences. The target vowels were not in utterance-final position. Targets [á], [aa], and [é] were slightly longer in 

open syllables than in closed ones, and the numbers in (5) are an average of the two scores. [a] is in fact much 

more often than not pronounced [ə]; it was not checked in closed syllables.  



1996). The stressed vowel receives the status “head” (whence the superscript 
H
). Yet in order 

for it to head an ID, it must have a dependent to its right. Another CV (shaded) is added in 

(3b), and /a/ spreads to occupy that position, which becomes the dependent position. This 

representation is realized as [aː].  

Now consider a guttural-final verb in which /a
G

/ is preceded by a vocalization /a/, e.g. 

/ʃamaa
G
/ (4). The /a

G
/ is initially assigned to a C-slot, but cannot be realized in that position 

and therefore is associated to the following V-slot (Enguehard & Faust 2018). This creates a 

configuration that is essentially identical to (3b): the stressed [á] heads an ID. No CV has to 

be inserted. Just as the simple stressed /á/ is realized [aː], the sequence /áa
G
/ is realized [aː], 

quod erat demonstrandum. 

 

(3) a. ʃ a m a r   b. ʃ a m a    r   

   |  |  |  | |     |  |  |  |    |   

  C V C V
H
 C V   C V C V

H
 C V

D
 C V  

 

(4) ʃ a m a a
G
     (5) [a] [á]=[aː] [aa] [áa] [é] 

  |  |  |  |        44 104 124 147 83 

 C V C V
H
 C V

D
     [naʃám] [naʃám],[ʃamá] [taamú] [táam] [ʃomér] 

 

Within the native phonology of MH, there are arguably no diphthongs (no syllable of the type 

CVjC). I take this to mean that within the ID of the stressed vowel, there can only be one 

vowel quality. Thus, in an underlying form like /ʃoméa
G
/, when the /a

G
/ associates to the right, 

it cannot form an ID with the stressed /é/ (6a). As in (3b) above, an additional CV must be 

inserted (6b). An unstressed sequence /aa
G
/ such as [taa

G
mú] (1d) is represented as in (7): an 

ID cannot be created for the two unstressed vowels because neither is designated as a head. 

Finally, a stressed sequence [aá] is not expected to be one ID: such sequences occur only 

when /a
G
/ is situated between two /a/s, the right one being stressed (8). /a

G
/ is never realized 

in onset positions (cf. 1a). Because, Unlike (3b,4) above, (6b,7,8) do not constitute IDs, they 

are perceived as two distinct syllables, and pronounced longer than [áː]. 

 

(6) a. *ʃ o m e a   b.  ʃ o m e    a  

    |  |  |  |      |  |  |  |      

   C V C V
H
 C V

D
   C V C V

H
 C V

D
 C V 

 

(7) t a a  m u     (8) t a a a    m  

  |  |    |  |       |  |  |  |    |  

 C V C V C V
H
 C V

D
    C V C V

H
 C V

D
 C V 

 

There are two sets of apparent counter examples to the ban on [áa
G
]: i. “segholate” 

(penultimately-stressed) nouns, like [táam] ‘taste’, and ii. nouns with the pre-stressing suffix 

[-et], which after /a
G
/ is realized as unstressed [at]: [miʃmá-at] ‘discipline’. But these are 

counter examples only if one assumes that the second [a] is the realization of /a
G
/. According 

to Falk (1996), it is not; rather, [ʦáar] is /ʦaa
G
ar/, and its representation is in fact much like 

(7), the only difference being the position of stress. 
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